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Abstract
An improved binaural hearing model is proposed that con-
sists of a physiologically motivated signal processing step
and a subsequent cognitive model. The model is shown
to be capable of correctly detecting and tracking sources
while blindly determining the number of active sources
based on temporal and spectral information.

The complete model is of interest in all areas that need
to consider the capabilities of the human hearing system
while the ability to determine the number of active sources
makes it a logical enhancement for source separation and
spatial signal processing such as adaptive beamforming.

1 Introduction
Spatial hearing is a research topic that has received con-
tinuous interest from different scientific areas throughout
the last century with Rayleigh’s duplex theory [1] as an
important first milestone highlighting the role of interaural
time difference (ITD) and interaural level difference (ILD).
Throughout the 20th century, many research efforts con-
centrated on descriptive evaluations of the properties and
capabilities of the human hearing system, both for monau-
ral and binaural perception – overviews on many of the
experiments that were carried out can be found in [2, 3].

The next major step towards accurately modeling the
way that humans perceive sounds in general and spatial
properties in particular took place after also considering
the increasing knowledge about human physiology. An
overview on the way that acoustic events are processed in
the human auditory system and many of the derived mod-
els can be found in [4].

Most of the binaural perception models can be grouped
according to two fundamental theories:

• The coincidence-based model of Jeffress [5]
• The equalization-cancellation model of Durlach [6]

Most modern models of binaural hearing are based on
Jeffress’s introduction of special neural units called co-
incidence cells. These record coincidences in neural fir-
ings from hair cells from both ears within one frequency
band. Furthermore, the neural signals are delayed by a
small amount that is fixed for a given fiber pair. In other
words, the ITD of a single stimulus will be coded by means
of a so-called internal time difference τ . This specific τ
refers to the coincidence cell having the highest response
activity (highest fire rate). By finding the most common
internal time difference over a certain frequency range, the
direction of the source can be estimated. Jeffress’s model is
actually a coarse representation of the structure of the audi-
tory nervous system, which was unknown at that time and
could only be detected physiologically significantly later
[7].

The equalization-cancellation model was originally de-
signed for modeling binaural masking level differences. It
was later shown that it is a feasible way to explain various

other auditory phenomena as well. The capabilities and
limitations of this model are discussed in detail in [8].

In the remainder of this paper, the coincidence-based
model and its extensions by Blauert and his colleagues
[9] will be improved even further by incorporating both
a weighting function for different sub-bands as well as a
distribution function of the density of the hair cells. It is
shown that these steps, when combined with skeleton cor-
relation as a post-processing step, considerably improve
the results for complex auditory events.

In addition to these improvements to the binaural au-
ditory model, a new cognitive model is utilized which at-
tempts to replicate the processes that are carried out by the
human auditory system to estimate both the number of ac-
tive sources as well as their direction. The combined sys-
tem can then be used, e.g., as the preliminary stage of a
common source separation method.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the
general concept of the binaural hearing model and the novel
extensions are described. In Section 3, the new cognitive
strategy to estimate the number of sources is introduced
followed by the experimental setup and a discussion of the
results. Conclusive remarks are presented in Section 4.

2 Binaural Hearing Models
Mathematically speaking, the coincidence-based model is
based on a short-time cross-correlation of the neural sig-
nals that are produced by the hair cells in the cochleas. A
disadvantage of this model is that in the localization, only
the ITD is taken into account. Given that our brain mostly
utilizes the ILD to locate a sound event for frequencies
greater than 1500 Hz, this is a major drawback.

To overcome this issue, Lindemann extended the model
by two major points [10, 11]. First, monaural detectors
are included in the model to ensure that the model output
is sensible for monaural or near-monaural cases (i.e., the
level of the signal at one ear is negligible compared to the
other one). The most important extension, however, is an
inhibition mechanism that suppresses the fire rate caused
by coincidence units if the fire rate of neighboring coinci-
dence units is very high. This so-called contralateral in-
hibition leads to sharper peaks of the correlation diagram
along the τ axis, as well as increasing sensitivity to ILD.
Moreover, the ambiguities about the ITD at higher frequen-
cies are suppressed. In the next section, we briefly review
the extended model. A detailed description is beyond the
scope of this paper but can be found in [10, 11].

2.1 Hearing Model According to Lindemann
In this more detailed description of the binaural hearing
model and the proposed extensions, the transfer functions
of the outer and middle ear are not considered. Hence, the
modeling process begins at the inner ear which was de-
scribed in the original proposal as a 36-channel filter bank
of band pass filters according to the critical bands [12].
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These band pass filters cover the frequency range from
20 Hz to over 16 kHz. As an improvement to the original
model, the filter bank here is implemented as a Gamma-
tone filter bank which is known to be better adapted to the
transmission function of the cochlea [13].

A post-processing stage that consists of a half-wave
rectification, a square root function and a low pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 800 Hz completes the transfer
function of the hair cells within the cochlea. This allows to
extract the envelope of the stimulus which is needed to cor-
rectly model the capability of the human hearing system to
utilize the ITD for the localization of complex stimuli if
they exhibit a low frequency envelope.

The output of this stage (i.e., the signals r(−M,n) and
l(M,n) with ±M as the extreme values on the discretized
τ-axis and n as a discrete time index) is the input to the
Lindemann model which consists of a bi-directional chain
of delay elements Δτ with additional time and amplitude
variable multipliers (⊗). A block diagram of the model is
depicted in Fig. 1. The leftmost and rightmost channels
therein are the aforementioned monaural detectors which
are activated by sound events at one ear for which no cor-
responding event at the other ear is present.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the binaural hearing model
according to Lindemann [10]

The output of the model is the inhibited cross-correlation
function Ψ(m,n) which is calculated as

Ψ(m,n) =
36

∑
λ=1

n

∑
i=n−N+1

kλ (m, i)e
i−n
N (1)

with the frequency band index λ and N as the number of
samples per 5ms frame. The cross-correlation products
kλ (m,n) are obtained from the inhibited right and left sig-
nals rλ (m,n) and lλ (m,n) as follows:

kλ (m,n) = rλ (m,n) · lλ (m,n) (2)

The inhibition mechanism according to [10, 11] has
both a stationary and a dynamic component and is given by
ir (m,n) and il (m,n) in Fig. 1 for the right and left channel,
respectively. The stationary inhibition decreases the ampli-
tude of both signals before every delay element Δτ along
the τ-axis with respect to the contralateral signal. The dy-
namic inhibition is a nonlinear lowpass whose input signal
is the cross-correlation product k(m,n− 1). This dynamic
inhibition is necessary in order to define further binaural
properties as, e.g., the law of the first wave front.

With this inhibition mechanism, the model is also sen-
sitive to ILD which leads to a much more realistic repre-
sentation of the human capabilities. However, this can be

disadvantageous if the signal amplitudes at the ears are sig-
nificantly different. In that case, additional peaks are gen-
erated along the τ-axis [14]. A novel solution to overcome
this drawback is shown in Section 2.2.

2.2 Improved delay and frequency weighting
In order to specifically suppress the additional peaks that
stem from the monaural detectors, Gaik [14] already pre-
sented an additional weighting of the signal and extended
the model by an adaptation to the individual head related
transfer function (HRTF). After an extensive learning phase
this leads to a more natural combination of ITD and ILD
with the disadvantage that this only works well for the
HRTFs that were used in the training phase.

A novel solution is proposed here that aims at correctly
modeling the behaviour of the human auditory system with
respect to the direction-dependent localization blur and the
different importance of different frequencies for localiza-
tion. The localization blur of the human auditory system
is a function of the source direction of the sound in the
horizontal plane: It ranges from just a few degrees in the
front up to 10 degrees to the side [3]. It can be shown
that the density of the coincidence counter units is simi-
lar to a Gaussian shape [15]. Hence, the inhibited cross-
correlation function shall be weighted by the weighting
factor q1(m) according to:

q1(m) =
5

3 ·
√

2π
· e−

25
18 ·(

m·Δτ
ms )

2

(3)

It has to be mentioned that both this internal time weight-
ing and Gaik’s proposal lead to more centrality, i.e., in sit-
uations where sources of similar intensity are active at the
same time, the models will favor the centermost source.
However, this is in agreement with the localization blur of
the auditory system.

A further improvement can be achieved using a fre-
quency weighting taking into account which frequencies
have more significant contributions to the localization ac-
curacy. Raatgever [16] has shown that especially the fre-
quencies around the dominant region of 600 Hz are more
important for localizing. From this fact, a weighting func-
tion q2( f ) can be derived to weight the contributions from
different subbands [17]:

q2( f ) =

{
10−(∑3

i=1 bi· f
i)/10 f < 1200Hz

10−(∑3
i=1 bi·1200i)/10 f ≥ 1200Hz

(4)

with f in Hz and
b1 b2 b3

−9.383 ·10−2 1.126 ·10−4 −3.992 ·10−8

These enhancements can be jointly integrated into Eq. 1
by a weighting function q(m, f ) = q1(m) · q2( f ) with the
center frequency fm(λ ) of the frequency band λ as fol-
lows:

Ψ(m,n) =
36

∑
λ=1

n

∑
i=n−N+1

kλ (m, i)e
i−n
N ·q(m, fm(λ )) (5)

2.3 Evaluation
The use of the aforementioned enhancements leads to more
accurate neural activity patterns (NAPs). The impact of the
improvements to the binaural model is illustrated by means
of the resulting binaural excitation patterns for a complex
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sound event, both without (Fig. 2) and with (Fig. 3) the
proposed model extensions. The example consists of a real
world recording of two male English speakers, one station-
ary at an angle of 30 ° on the left and one moving from 60 °
on the right to 0 °.
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Figure 2: Binaural excitation pattern (original model)

When using the original model, a lot of the activities
can be seen in the area of the monaural detectors (i.e., at
values for τ of ±1ms). Note that even though there is
no simple relation between the τ-axis and the source di-
rection, values for τ between ±0.6 ms approximately rep-
resent natural source directions while smaller and larger
internal times indicate monaural signals.
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Figure 3: Binaural excitation pattern (improved model)

With the proposed improvements in place, the shape
of the binaural excitation pattern is altered clearly and nat-
ural source directions are emphasized. As an additional
pre-processing step for the blind clustering which will be
described in more detail in Sec. 3, the resulting binaural
excitation pattern is subject to a maximum search in ev-
ery time interval leading to the skeleton cross-correlogram.
The output of this step in this example is depicted in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Skeleton cross-correlogram (improved model)

3 Blind Clustering
Looking at Fig. 4, it is obvious to the human eye that there
is one stationary source at τ ≈−0.25ms as can be seen by
the vertical line of maxima there while a moving source
is visible as the diagonal line from τ ≈ 0.5ms to τ ≈ 0ms
in the diagram. Based on the improved hearing model, a
novel cognitive processing scheme is proposed which can
be used to estimate both the number of active sources as
well as their direction.

3.1 Concept and Algorithm
The human brain is capable of separating different sources
by identifying groups within the NAPs. The cognitive pro-
cessing works in a very similar manner by applying k-
means clustering [18] to the skeleton cross-correlogram
using a Euclidean distance measure.

The distribution of the peaks in the skeleton cross-corre-
logram is depicted in the upper right part of Fig. 5. Each
circle represents one maximum from Fig. 4 that is above
a threshold of 20% of the amplitude of the highest maxi-
mum. Below this plot, a histogram of the distributions of τ
is shown that is used to initialize the clustering algorithm:
The number of local maxima in the histogram is chosen as
the number of clusters while the positions of the maxima
are chosen as the initial centroids for the clusters.
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Figure 5: Skeleton cross-correlogram and derived his-
togram

In reverberant environments or for moving sources, this
initialization can overestimate the number of active sources
due to the fact that usually multiple local maxima appear in
the histogram. In the presented example, three local max-
ima are found leading to the assumption that three sources
are active. However, the maxima in the range of 0.05 and
0.35ms belong to one moving source.

In order to accurately resolve this problem, a new re-
finement step is presented in Fig. 6. Based on the initial
clustering (e.g., the three clusters �1 , �2 and �3 in this ex-
ample as illustrated in Fig. 7), temporal and spectral infor-
mation is extracted. The temporal information consists of
indicators about the presence of simultaneous or only suc-
cessive neural activity in different clusters. This informa-
tion is derived from a comparison of the temporal spread
of the initial clusters in the skeleton cross-correlogram. In
order to compare the spectral properties of individual clus-
ters, a time domain signal is constructed for each initial
cluster by combining all audio signal segments that are as-
sociated with the NAPs of this cluster. After that, a spec-
tral analysis of these time domain signals is performed by
a single-level discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) with
a Daubechies wavelet. Based on the output of the DWT,
the clusters are examined for similarities by calculating the
cross-correlation coefficients between the clusters.
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Figure 6: Refinement step for the estimation of the num-
ber of active sources

The temporal and spectral information is fed into a
two-layer feedforward artificial neural network to deter-
mine the correct number of active sources. This network
was trained by a supervised learning procedure (backprop-
agation) with a dataset of over 40 different complex sounds.
The corrected number of clusters is fed back into the clus-
tering process which can then exploit this additional infor-
mation in order to improve the clustering performance.

3.2 Experimental Results and Limitations
The output of the initial clustering can be seen in the upper
plot in Fig. 7. The stationary source is correctly identified
as cluster �1 but the moving source is separated into two
clusters �2 and �3 . With the refinement step, these two
clusters are joined to one new cluster �B as depicted in
the lower plot in Fig. 7 while the stationary source, also a
male English speaker, is still correctly identified as another
cluster �A .
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Figure 7: Initial (top) and corrected (bottom) clustering

While the model performs very well under various con-
ditions, some limitations have to be mentioned. The ro-
bustness of the clustering decreases in very reverberant en-
vironments and for sources that are closer than 10 ° to each
other. Additionally, since the model has neither the help of
visual information nor the movement of the head, it is not
able to resolve the ambiguity on the cone of confusion [3].

4 Conclusions
An advanced binaural auditory model and a mathematical
modeling of cognitive behavior was proposed and shown
to be able of estimating both the position and the num-
ber of acoustic sources. The model works reliably even
for multiple concurrent speakers and moving targets. Pos-
sible application scenarios for the modeling scheme in-
clude all signal processing schemes that rely on an accu-
rate representation of the human hearing system as well as
source separation algorithms that require knowledge about
the number of active sources.
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